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Appendix Figure 1. Maximum clade credibility phylogeny. The tips of the tree are colored according to 

their sampling location, and branches are colored according to their most probable geographic location: 

Asia (red); Cabo Verde (orange); North America (yellow); Caribbean (olive green); Central America 

(green); North Brazil (sea green); Northeast Brazil (light blue); Centre West Brazil (blue); Southeast Brazil 

(purple); South America (pink); Pacific (magenta). Posterior probabilities are shown at each node on the 

tree. Note that sequences from the 2016 Angola outbreak (1) were published during the later stages of 

this manuscript preparation and were therefore not included in the Bayesian analysis. 
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Appendix Figure 2. Maximum likelihood phylogeny of the Zika virus. The tree was estimated with IQ-Tree 

1.6.7.2 using 459 complete and partial genomes (including three genomes from Angola). The Angola and 

Cabo Verdean clusters are colored in orange and blue, respectively. Bootstrap supports (ultrafast 

bootstrap approximation) are shown at each node on the tree. 
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